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Abstract: Internet Computing, such as web computing, grid computing and cloud computing, has been a research focus in recent years.
Resource management and scheduling is one of the most basic and important problem in this area, and is far to be resolved satisfactorily.
This paper presents a novel effective and intelligent Resource Management Model (and Algorithm) for Internet Computing based on
Agents, Small-world network theory and Distributed hash table (namely RMMIC−ASD and RMAIC−ASD). Adopting the thoughts of
agents, small-world network theory and distributed hash table, the intelligence, self-adaptability, robustness, performance and efficiency
of internet resource management and scheduling can be greatly improved. Simulation experiments show that the proposed model and
algorithm are feasible and rational and works better than similar algorithms.
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1 Introduction and Related Work

From web computing, grid computing to newly-minted
cloud computing, internet-based distributed computing
(i.e. Internet Computing) has been a hot spot in recent
years. And more, Internet Computing has also been
treated as a core scientific strategy by the academia,
industry and even nations all over the world. On account
of the character of distribution, heterogeneity, autonomy
and dynamically changing of Internet Computing
environment, resource management and scheduling is a
key and challenging problem which should be resolved
firstly.

To solve the problem of Internet Computing resource
management, many researchers had done much fruitful
work. Eric [1] developed a correlated resource model of
Internet end hosts based on real-trace data taken from
several volunteer computing projects, including
SETI@home. Their resource model is based on statistical
analysis of host computational power, memory, and
storage as well as how these resources change over time
and the correlations among them. They validated and
showed the utility of the model by applying it to a
resource allocation problem for Internet-distributed

applications. Compared with naive models and Grid
resource models, their model is up to 130 percent more
accurate. In paper [2], to enforce dynamic SLAs and to
improve services offered to applications, authors
proposed a new monitoring method to control the
resource utilization and to reconfigure them when
necessary in order to match analytical expressions used to
describe the service parameters. The proposed method
called flatness based trajectory tracking, considers time
delay transfer by using delay predictor and provides
value-added services for grid applications over Internet.
Moreover, discrete-time simulation under GridSim
simulator illustrates its feasibility and efficiency to
provide guarantees for critical grid traffics with timely
execution requirements and to match expressive
data-transfer SLAs. A fast resource provisioning
mechanism for internet services was developed for cloud
applications by restoring previously created VM
snapshots of fully initialized application in paper [3].
They proposed a set of optimizations, including working
set estimation, demand prediction, and free page
avoidance, that allow an application to start running with
only partially loaded memory, yet without noticeable
performance penalty during its sub-sequent execution.
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Experimental results indicate that Twinkle can provision
VMs and restore the QoS significantly faster than the
current approaches. Based on analyzing the
characteristics of dynamics Internet resources, Peng [4]
presented a computational model of the dynamic Internet
resource allocation and some related distributed
algorithms. Experimental results show that the models
and the algorithms are effective and the ratio of the
rejected request can be decreased drastically. Paper [5]
constructs a scalable distributed resource information
service (SDIRIS) infrastructure, and a related efficient
multiple-attribute range query algorithm is presented.
Their proposed infrastructure of SDIRIS can realize
resource information publication and query efficiently. By
using several run-time statistics of both workloads and
system as indicators of busty and load condition, Liu [6]
present a decentralized resource allocation approach for
Decentralized Response-time Guarantees in storage
system. Their approach can provide response time
guarantees for multiple concurrent workloads sharing a
back-end storage system in a distributed manner without
assuming any support from the storage itself.
Demonstrations show that their approach can
simultaneously meet the response-time requirements
effectively.

Although the above studies have obtained a lot of
achievements, due to the complex and dynamically
changing Internet Computing environment, the efficiency
and real-time character of Internet resource management
and scheduling is still far to be resolved satisfactorily.
Agent technology has provided a new way in solving the
problem of Internet Computing resource management and
task scheduling which needs more cooperation, and has
been widely used in many area[7,8,9,10]. Manish [10]
presents a mechanism for Active Resource Management
(ARM) in a differentiated services environment based on
static provisioning of resources. To address the problem
of either leading to wasted bandwidth or leaving
applications resource-starved in static reservation
approach, ARM dynamically reallocate resources based
on current network state and applications requirements.
The experimental evaluation presented shows that ARM
can obtain sound efficiency in resource management.
Recent research has proved that many real networks such
as WWW and Internet possess typical character of SNT
(Small-world Network Theory) [11,12]. Organized
according to the theory of SNT, resources in Internet
Computing environment are more reachable to each other,
which would largely accelerate the searching speed while
scheduling the resources. Distributed Hash Table (DHT)
has been widely used in distributed resource organization,
management, discover and so on [13,14]. And more,
DHT has also become one of the most important
infrastructures for distributed large-scale application
system.

This paper tries to present a novel effective and
intelligent Resource Management Model for Internet
Computing environment based on Agents, SNT and DHT

(RMMIC−ASD). In the model of RMMIC−ASD, we
propose a unified description approach to describe
Internet resources and resource request from the users. In
order to obtain good efficiency and performance, we
conduct Small-world Network Theory, Agents technology
and Distributed Hash Table algorithm to construct the
model. We also give out a novel Resource Management
Algorithm for Internet Computing based on Agents, SNT
and DHT (RMAIC−ASD) related to the model of
RMMIC−ASD. Experiments show that higher efficiency
and performance can be obtained compared with similar
approaches.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in
Section 2, we discuss the presented model of
RMMIC−ASD. We then discuss the effective resources
management and scheduling algorithm (namely
RMAIC−ASD) complying with the proposed model in
Section 3. To evaluate the efficiency and performance of
our model and related algorithm, we introduce the
experimental results and analyses in section 4. Finally, we
summarize our research work in Section 5.

2 Effective and Intelligent Resource
Management Model of RMMIC−ASD

In this section we firstly introduce the description
approach of Internet Computing resources. Then we
present the resource management model of
RMMIC−ASD in detail.

2.1 Description Model of Internet Computing
Resources

Its widely accepted that service-based virtual computing
has become the development trend of Internet Computing.
In complex dynamically changing and heterogeneous
Internet Computing environment, resource requests
addressed by users are put forward in the form of virtual
service requests. Correspondingly, various heterogeneous
Internet resources are provided in the form of virtual
services in Internet Computing system. Hence, we can
describe various Internet resources in a unified form of
service. In order to organize and manage Internet
resources effectively, this paper conducts Resource Vector
(RV) as the unified description form for all kinds of
Internet resources, i.e.

RV = {RAtt1,RAtt2, ......,RAttn}(i = 1...n) (1)

In Formula (1), RAtti (Resource Attribute i, i=1...n)
indicate a variety of properties of Internet resources, such
as CPU main frequency, memory size, network
bandwidth, disk apace, etc.
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2.2 Effective and Intelligent Resource
Management Model of RMMIC−ASD

The proposed effective and intelligent resource
management model of RMMIC−ASD is designed as a
distributed hierarchical structure. The general
infrastructure of RMMIC−ASD is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: General infrastructure of RMMIC−ASD
(AA: Autonomous Area; ACN: Autonomous area Central Node)

As is shown in Fig. 1, the general infrastructure of
RMMIC−ASD is composed of four logical layers. From
bottom to top, the four layers are: the physical resource
layer, the virtual service resource layer, the autonomous
area resource management layer and the global area
resource management layer. On the top of Fig. 1, theres a
resource scheduling portal which receive users resource
requests, and then the resource management model of
RMMIC−ASD find and select appropriate resource to
meet the users requests. The right rectangle is the public
data structure and description model for the proposed
model and related algorithm. To analyze the model of
RMMIC−ASD more clearly, its’ detailed constitution is
shown in Fig. 2.

As is shown in Fig. 2, we carefully design two kinds
of Agents: Node Resource Management Agent (NRMA)
and Autonomous area Resource Management Agent
(ARMA). Both of the two kinds of Agents are deployed
in every nodes of the Internet Computing environment,
and are to be activated in different occasion when needed.
The agent of NRMA is designed to dynamically monitor
and manage real-time resources deployed in various
nodes in Internet Computing environment, while ARMA
is to manage resources attached to the very autonomous
area which it belongs to. The four layers of the proposed
model are described in detail as following:

Fig. 2: Detailed constitution of RMMIC−ASD
(I: The physical resource layer;)

(II: The virtual service resource layer;)
(III: The autonomous area resource management layer;)

(IV: The global area resource management layer)

(1) The physical resource layer is composed of
various physical resources (such as computers,
clusters, storages, databases, etc) reside in nodes
of Internet Computing environment.

(2) In the virtual service resource layer, we virtualize
various physical resources as Internet Service
resources, such as virtual machine, web service,
grid service and so on. The Internet resources are
described by RVs (Resource Vectors) which is
defined in formula (1).

(3) To construct the autonomous area resource
management layer, we firstly deploy and activate
NRMAs (Node Resource Management Agents) in
every node in the Internet Computing
environment; Secondly, let all NRMAs try to
consult with each other, and thus to join and
organize a certain number of Resource
Management Autonomous Areas (RMAAs)
according to SNT theory, and at the same time,
every RMAA should select and define an
Autonomous area Central Node (ACN) as the
representation of the very RMAA; Thirdly, the
Autonomous area Central Node activate the Agent
of ARMA (deployed in Internet Computing node
in advance), then ARMA tries to establish a chord
ring and let all Internet services of the
autonomous area added into the chord ring
according to DHT chord algorithm.

(4) Finally, in the global area resource management
layer, all Central Nodes and its ARMAs try to
constitute the global resource management system
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for the global Internet Computing environment.
When resource requests arrive, the resource
scheduling portal firstly distribute the request to
all ARMAs; Then every ARMA tries to find and
select a most matched resource among its
autonomous area according to the users request;
Thirdly, every ARMA submit their matched
resources to the scheduling portal; Fourthly, the
resource scheduling portal select the most
matched resource among the global Internet
Computing environment according to the users
request; Finally, the resource scheduling portal
schedule the most matching resource to the user to
accomplish his task.

3 Effective and Intelligent Resource
Management Algorithm of RMAIC−ASD

In this section, we bring forward the resource management
algorithm of RMAIC−ASD in detail.

The basic idea of the algorithm of RMAIC−ASD is as
following: Firstly, by using Internet computing
technologies (such as virtual machine, web service and
grid computing technology and so on), let all kinds of
physical resources be virtualized into Internet Services.
Then we use Resource Vectors (VRs) as the
representative of Inter-net Computing resources.
Secondly, all Internet Computing nodes activate their
prearranged resource management agent (namely
NRMA), and then all NRMAs try to negotiate with each
other so as to join and organize a certain number of
Resource Management Autonomous Areas (RMAAs)
according to SNT theory; At the same time, every RMAA
should select and define an Autonomous areas Central
Node (ACN) as the representation of the very RMAA
which the ACN belongs to; Then, the ACN activate
ARMA (deployed in it in advance), and all ARMAs tries
to establish an autonomous area Chord ring and let all
Internet service resources of the RMAA added into the
autonomous area Chord ring according to DHT Chord
algorithm. Here divide the whole Internet Computing
system into certain number of RMAAs and each RMAA
has a Chord ring to organize and manage all Internet
service resources of the RMAA. Finally, as the
representatives of ACNs, all ARMAs consult each other
so as to construct the global resource management
system. In order to enhance the performance and
efficiency of the whole resource management system, all
ARMAs are built into a global area Chord ring according
to DHT Chord algorithm.

To discuss the algorithm of RMAIC−ASD more
clearly, we divide the algorithm into a main algorithm
(i.e. RMAIC−ASD) and a sub one. The function of the
sub algorithm is to build autonomous area resource
management system. This sub algorithm should be
running periodically, so that our model and algorithm can

cope with dynamically changing Internet Computing
environment and be ready for use in real time. In order to
achieve the above goal, it should be called at three
occasions: (i) When the system is initialized, the whole
system should be rebuilt; (ii) When new resource request
arrive and the resource management system does not
ready; (iii) When any exceptions of the system occur, and
the system needed to be rebuilt immediately. The sub
algorithm (namely Sub−Alg) is presented in detail as
below:

(1) If (Sub−Alg should be called)
{

(a) Activate all NRMAs;
(b) NRMAs negotiate with each other and try to

form a certain number of autonomous areas
respectively according to SNT;

(c) Pick out a node with maximum connection
degree and adequate computing power in
every autonomous area, and make it ACN;

(d) Activate all ARMAs in ACNs;
(e) Every ARMAs try to establish an autonomous

area Chord ring and let all Internet service
resources of its’ area be added into the
autonomous area Chord ring according to
DHT;

}
(2) Return ARMAs and ACNs to the caller;
(3) End.

Detailed description of the main algorithm of
RMAIC−ASD is as following:

(1) Accept the users resource request;
(2) If (the Internet Computing system not established

or not ready)
{

(a) Virtualize all physical resources into Internet
Services and let Resource Vectors (VRs) be
their representatives;

(b) Call Sub−Alg to build autonomous-area
resource management system;

(c) Organize the global resource management
system by using ARMAs and ACNs;

}
(3) The resource management portal chooses an

appropriate resource and schedules it to the user;
(4) End.

4 Simulation Experiments and Results

The simulation experiment was conducted on network
simulation platform NS-2 [15] and with BRITE [16] to
generate the topology for experimental network. As is
known to all, NS-2 does not support agent simulation
originally, so we had to extend its ability in this respect.
Borrowing the ideas of Wang [17] for reference, we
extend NS-2 by extending the packet structure of the
NS-2, registering new protocol header and defining class
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Table 1: Conditions of simulation experiments
No. 1 2 3 4 5
* (100,175) (150,260) (200,350) (250,450) (300,545)
** 500 800 1100 1400 1700

(* Numbers of nodes and links)
(** Numbers of resource requests)

SCD Tcp which is the subclass of the TCP, so as to make
NS-2 to support agent simulation. In our experiment, we
use NS-2 node as Internet computing resource and two
kinds of agents (i.e. NRMAs and ARMAs) are deployed
in it. BRITE is an excellent universal topology generator
with good representativeness, inclusiveness and
interoperability, so that it can generate topology reflecting
many aspects of the actual Internet topology. Hence we
use BRITE to generate topology for our experiment, so as
to ensure the effect of experiments.

In order to evaluate and verify the performance and
efficiency of the proposed resource management model
and related scheduling algorithm, we compared it with
other two similar algorithms of Endurable [4] and ARM
[10] under same experimental condition. The experiment
scheme is shown in Table 1. As is shown in Table 1, we
do simulation experiment under 5 kinds of experimental
conditions. In Table 1, the line numbers of nodes and
links means that we use certain number of nodes and
links to generate topology for BRITE, while the line of
number of resource requests is the users requests number
of resources. In each condition, the simulation experiment
is repeated 20 times, and the average value of the results
of 20 times is taken as the final result value. Experimental
results are shown in Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5.
Figure 3, 4 and 5 show the experimental results of
makespan, average waiting time and failure ratio of
resource management and scheduling algorithm
respectively.

Fig. 3: Makespan of the algorithms

Fig. 4: Average waiting time of the algorithms

Fig. 5: Failure scheduling ratio of the algorithms

As is shown in Figure 3, 4 and 5, the proposed model
and algorithm of RMMIC−ASD and RMAIC−ASD
presented in this paper, works better than other two
similar algorithms of Endurable and ARM. Especially
when the number of resources and resource requests
becoming more bigger, the algorithm of RMAIC−ASD
presents more significant advantages in the respects of
makespan, average waiting time and failure ratio. Based
on agent technology, our model and algorithm can
provide very dynamic, scalable, robust, fault-tolerant and
intelligent resource management and scheduling
mechanism for Internet Computing environment in real
time. By using Small-world Network Theory and
Distributed Hash Table to construct Internet resource
management model, nodes are reachable between each
other, and thus resources can be found and scheduled
more quickly and efficiently. Hence, better performance
and higher efficiency can be achieved in our approach.
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5 Conclusion

Resource management and scheduling is a key and crucial
problem in Internet Computing environment. In this
paper, we firstly talk about related work done in the area.
Then we bring forward a novel effective and intelligent
resource management model and related algorithm in
internet computing environment. By using agent
technology, small-world network theory and distributed
hash table algorithm, the proposed model and algorithm
can manage and schedule Internet Computing resources
with sound intelligence, self-adaptability, robustness and
high performance and efficiency. In succession, we briefly
introduce the scheme and results of the simulation
experiments. Experimental results show that the proposed
model and algorithm are feasible and rational and works
better than similar algorithms. In the future, we will
continue doing more work on improving the efficiency
and general performance of the model and algorithm.
Furthermore, we’ll try our best to make the proposed
model and algorithm be applied to practical engineering
projects.
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